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ABSTRACT
Curl and Determinant operations are well known in the field of Electromagnetics and fluid
dynamics. Famous Maxwell’s equations involve curl operation. Though this operation is widely used to
represent rotation, we do not have sufficient literature explaining how this operation represents rotation.
Most of the books omit detailed discussion on the physical interpretation of the Curl and Determinant
operation. In this paper we have attempted to develop a pictorial method to provide a logical proof
showing the versatility of this operation to study the rotating vectors. We further show how this pictorial
method simplifies the fundamental expression with regard to determinants.
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1.Introduction
The curl and Determinant tools are widely used in Mathematics and Physics. Through the author’s
interaction with engineering students over a period of many years, it is observed that students are
acquiring the skill of solving problems involving Curl and Determinants rather than appreciating
the concept. This prompted the authors to propose a pictorial method to visualize the physical
significance of these mathematical tools. The pictorial method as to how the rotation of a vector is
studied through Curl operation is described. In the second section the method is described with the
help of diagrams. Explanation on the fundamental expression used to evaluate a determinant is
provided. Conclusions are mentioned at the end.
2. Method
We know that Curl of a vector B is represented using determinants in the following way
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Here we need to explore as to how this expression represents the rotation of the vector B. Consider
a vector whose direction changes in space as shown in the figure 1 given below
Fig 1
It is proposed that Curl of this vector B is written as
Net Rotation          Net Rotation Net Rotation
Here, it can be pictorially shown that each term on the right hand side represents net rotation of a
component of the vector B.
Let us consider the first term
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The term         shows the variation of Z component of the vector B along Y axis. In the following
figure 2, the variation of the vector B along Y axis from P to Q is shown for a case where in the Z
component of the Vector B is increasing along Y axis.  From this figure, it is clear that the term
is the measure of magnitude of rotation of vector B in anticlockwise direction in the spatial range P
to Q along Y axis.
Fig 2
Now consider the term           . .This term shows the variation of Y component of the vector B
along Z axis. In the following figure 3, the variation of vector B along Z axis from P to Q for a
case where in Y component of the Vector B is increasing along Z axis. From this figure, it is clear
that the term             is a measure of degree of rotation of the vector B in clockwise direction in the
spatial range P to Q along Z axis.
Fig 3
Similarly, the second and third terms in the expression (1) may also be shown to be representing
clockwise/anticlockwise rotation. From this discussion, we can now write determinant expression
as
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This discussion can also be extended to logically understand the negative sign present in the
second term. Here, it is to be noticed, that, in the case of second term, the symmetry is violated i.e.,
in the first and third terms, anticlockwise rotation is considered first, where as in the second term,
clockwise rotation is considered first.
3. Results and Discussion
Curl is a fundamental operation utilized in Electromagnetics to represent rotation. Through the
diagrams described in this paper, the rotation of magnetic field vector and in general any force
field is described. This pictorial method makes use of the fact that derivative of a component of a
function along a perpendicular axis represents the change in the magnitude of the vector function.
This change is attributed to the rotation of the vector function. Thus curl becomes an useful tool
to represent rotation.
4. Conclusions
Curl and the determinants may be   utilized to represent changing directions /rotation of a vector.
A pictorial scheme of describing rotation of a vector using the mathematical tools like CURL and
Determinants is presented. This pictorial scheme suggested enables students to visualize the
physical significance of mathematical tools like CURL and Determinants.
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